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ACROSS
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2 (Brudenell) Most weapon mounted lights are activated by a
pressure ___
4 (Ly) On the HK433 the ambidextrous safety levers are in the
exact position as the G36, and the magazine release ___ is
also in the same location behind the magazine
6 (Heidler) The Cameron-Yaggi rifle periscope is a relatively
simple design made of metal tubing, similar to the frame of a
___
9 (Evancoe) One of the first conditions for suppressing the firing
sound made by any firearm is to use ___ ammunition (2 wds)
12 (Volk) On the vz 58 7.62x39 carbine the abbreviation vz
stands for Vzor (model), the full name being Samopal Vzor 58
or ___ Weapon Model 58
15 (Martens) The ___-lock of the Borchardt rifle operated under
the pressure of a heavy coil spring, which was located
longitudinally behind the magazine
16 (Bruce) The XM17 MHS handgun is a variant of the Sig Sauer
model P320 and is ‘__ Brown’ in color
17 (Burgreen) The Galil ACE 7.62x39 pistol has its reciprocating
charging ___ on the left side of the steel receiver for
easier/simpler weak hand manipulation
21 (Truby) The DEAR Pistol, CIA DEnied ARea Pistol, was made
to be small, efficient, cheap and ___
23 Balanced Ammunition Delivery System (abbr)
24 General Purpose Machine Gun (abbr)
25 (Dabbs) The MP5K was specifically designed for ___
employment by executive protection details and similar covert
applications

1 (Evancoe) Target practice is all about hitting the bullseye,
self-defense shooting focuses on hitting a dinner-plate-sized
center of ___
3 Tacops: short for ___ Operations
5 (Campbell) The Desert Eagle 1911 pistol features a ___ axis
with a good balance that limits muzzle flip (2wrds)
7 (Staff) The MAGPUL INDUSTRIES CORP.PMAG® D-60™
AR/M4 Drum Magazine has a rear window for instant ___
indication
8 Accessory rails are also known as ___ rails
10 (Lake) If an M16 operator pulls the trigger to a first stage, the
gun fires in ___-auto; if pulled through second stage the gun
fires full-auto
11 (Dockery) The duckbill-fitted ___ was the most popular of the
special shotguns used by the US Navy SEALs during their
involvement in the Vietnam War
13 (Staff) The Hexmag Series 2 featuring Hexmag’s iconic
HEXTURE™ is an evolutionary AR15 ___
14 (Murphy) The BAD556-LW is available in two versions – the
300 Spartan Rifle and the BAD556-LW ___ Rifle – custom
Vader themed rifle
18 Close Quarter Rifle (abbr)
19 (Shea) Movie prop guns are generally made of ___ with other
products mixed in
20 (Choat) When dealing with a ___,“Tap, Rack, Bang” means
to tap the bottom of the magazine with the free hand, rack the
charging handle to the rear, and then attempt to fire
22 ( Ficaretta/Reeves) An FFL “A&D record” or “A&D book” is
also commonly referred to as a “___ book”

